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ABSTRACT

V(D)J recombination is initiated by RAG1 and RAG2,
which together with HMGB1 bind to a recombination
signal sequence (12RSS or 23RSS) to form the sig-
nal complex (SC) and then capture a complementary
partner RSS, yielding the paired complex (PC). Little
is known regarding the structural changes that ac-
company the SC to PC transition or the structural fea-
tures that allow RAG to distinguish its two asymmet-
ric substrates. To address these issues, we analyzed
the structure of the 12RSS in the SC and PC using
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) and
molecular dynamics modeling. The resulting models
indicate that the 12RSS adopts a strongly bent V-
shaped structure upon RAG/HMGB1 binding and re-
veal structural differences, particularly near the hep-
tamer, between the 12RSS in the SC and PC. Com-
parison of models of the 12RSS and 23RSS in the PC
reveals broadly similar shapes but a distinct num-
ber and location of DNA bends as well as a smaller
central cavity for the 12RSS. These findings provide
the most detailed view yet of the 12RSS in RAG–DNA
complexes and highlight structural features of the
RSS that might underlie activation of RAG-mediated
cleavage and substrate asymmetry important for the
12/23 rule of V(D)J recombination.

INTRODUCTION

The genes encoding the variable domains of the T and B cell
immune receptors are assembled from germline gene seg-
ments by the recombination activating gene proteins RAG1

and RAG2 (together referred to as RAG) and high mobility
group box protein HMGB1 (or 2), in a process called V(D)J
recombination. The germline V (variable), D (diversity) and
J (joining) coding gene segments are bound, paired and then
cleaved by RAG, which thus orchestrates the first phase of
recombination (reviewed in (1)). Processing and joining of
the cleaved coding ends into a potentially functional vari-
able region exon is completed in the second phase of re-
combination by ubiquitously expressed factors of the non-
homologous end joining repair pathway, which include the
DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNAPKcs, Ku70, Ku80),
Artemis, XRCC4 and Ligase IV (reviewed in (2)).

Each germline coding segment is flanked by a recom-
bination signal sequence (RSS) that is bound by RAG
and that specifies the site of a sequential pair of RAG-
mediated phosphoryl transfer reactions. RSSs contain two
well-conserved elements, a palindromic heptamer (consen-
sus 5′-CACAGTG-3′) and an AT-rich nonamer (consen-
sus 5′-ACAAAAACC-3′) separated by a poorly conserved
spacer region of 12 or 23 bp, hence their 12RSS or 23RSS
designations (Figure 1B). Recombination occurs efficiently
only between gene segments in which one is flanked by a
12RSS and the other by a 23RSS, an observation referred
to as the 12/23 rule.

Due to their higher solubility than full-length RAG pro-
teins, most biochemical studies have used the ‘core’ do-
mains of murine RAG1 (residues 384–1008 of 1040aa) and
RAG2 (residues 1–383 of 527aa) (3–5), which are catalyt-
ically active and can mediate recombination in vivo. The
RAG1 core forms a tight homodimer and is the central
player in both DNA binding and catalysis (6–10). It in-
teracts with RAG2, makes direct contacts with the non-
amer and the heptamer, and contains three acidic catalytic
residues (D600, D708 and E962, DDE motif defined) (11–
13) that constitute a DDE motif thought to resemble the
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Figure 1. Features of RAG-mediated DNA cleavage during V(D)J recom-
bination. (A) The steps involved in RAG-mediated DNA cleavage are rep-
resented schematically (upper panel), indicating V and J gene segments
(rectangles), the 12RSS and 23RSS (light and dark gray triangles, respec-
tively) and the RAG1/RAG2/HMGB1 complex (black/dark gray shape).
SC: signal complex; PC: paired complex; CSC: cleaved signal complex. The
lower panel presents a cartoon representation of the RAG heterotetramer
(left), the RAG heterotetramer after binding the 12RSS (curved light gray
line) and incorporating HMGB1 (white oval) (12SC; middle) and after in-
corporation of the 23RSS (curved darkest gray line) (PC; right). This de-
piction of the RAG heterotetramer and its DNA complexes derives from
the shape of the signal end complex described by Grundy et al. (30) and in-
corporates strong bending of the 12RSS (this paper) and the 23RSS (26),
with black and dark gray used to indicate the RAG subunits engaged in
cleavage of the 12RSS and 23RSS, respectively. (B) The RSS and the mech-
anism of RAG-mediated DNA cleavage. The sequences of the consensus
heptamer and nonamer elements and the structures of the nicked interme-
diate (with 3′ hydroxyl (3′ OH) group) and the products of double strand
break formation, including the hairpin coding end, are shown.

catalytic center of certain transposases and retroviral in-
tegrases (14–16). The acidic residues coordinate divalent
cations essential for catalytic activity. Mg2+ is thought to
be physiologically significant because it is the only divalent
cation to support DNA binding and cleavage in accord with
the 12/23 rule (17).

Much less is known about the role of the RAG2 core pro-
tein, which appears to function as an accessory factor. Al-
though the RAG2 core is important for RSS binding speci-
ficity and critical for catalysis by RAG1, the mechanism by
which it facilitates these processes is not known, although its
interaction with RAG1 is thought to be important. A cleav-
age competent RAG protein complex is thought to contain
a dimer of RAG1 and two subunits of RAG2 (6,9,18) (Fig-
ure 1A, schematic diagram).

The RAG cleavage mechanism involves two steps (Fig-
ure 1B). The recombinase first activates a water nucleophile,
which nicks the phosphodiester bridge between the coding
flank and the 5′ C of the heptamer, leaving a 3′ hydroxyl
at the coding sequence upper strand. In the second step,
this 3′ OH group serves as a nucleophile that attacks the
phosphodiester of the bottom strand. This is thought to
require significant distortion of the DNA and movement
of the DNA or protein to place the new target phospho-

diester bond in the active site, and hence predicts confor-
mational alterations of the protein–DNA complex. DNA
cleavage occurs in an ordered series of protein–DNA com-
plexes. Initially, RAG binds together with HMGB1/2 to a
12RSS or a 23RSS to form the 12 signal complex (12SC) or
the 23SC, respectively (Figure 1A). The SC, though capa-
ble of nicking, does not support hairpin formation. For this
to occur, the SC must bind a 12/23 complementary RSS to
form the paired complex (PC) (Figure 1A)(17). Despite its
central role in hairpin formation, the mechanism by which
the PC is assembled is poorly understood.

RAG1 alone binds to the 12RSS but with limited discrim-
inative power over nonspecific DNA (7,18–20). Although
RAG2 does not bind DNA by itself, the RAG1–RAG2
complex has higher affinity and specificity for the RSS than
does RAG1 alone. RAG binding to a 12RSS does not re-
quire the presence of HMGB1/2, whereas 23SC and PC
formation are strongly dependent on these ubiquitous non-
specific DNA binding/bending proteins (21,22). HMGB1
binds with higher affinity to DNA in the presence of RAG1
than in its absence, an effect that suggests binding synergy
between the two proteins during RAG–RSS complex as-
sembly (23).

Detailed footprinting and photo-crosslinking studies
have been performed on RAG–RSS complexes (reviewed in
(24)). In the PC, both the 12 and 23RSS display a DNAse
I hypersensitive site near the center of the spacer (bottom
strand), in contrast with the SCs in which a hypersensi-
tive site is observed in the upper strand at the nonamer–
spacer border (25). Since DNAse I hypersensitivity can re-
flect sites of DNA bending, these results suggest changes
in RSS structure during the SC to PC transition. In the SC
and PC, the 12 and 23 RSS display similar RAG–phosphate
backbone interactions that localize primarily to one face of
the DNA helix. These indicate a similar engagement of the
proteins with the two RSSs in these complexes, which in
turn suggests differential bending of 23RSS versus 12RSS
given the DNA length difference of their spacers. HMGB1
is required for appropriate bending of RSS DNA and its
contacts appear to lie near the spacer–nonamer and spacer–
heptamer borders of both the 12 and 23RSSs in the SC and
PC (7,21,24,26,27).

Little structural information is available for the RAG
proteins or RAG–DNA complexes. The structure of the
RAG1 nonamer binding domain (NBD; amino acids 389–
464) in complex with a short nonamer oligonucleotide re-
vealed a tight protein dimer making contact with two an-
tiparallel, tilted DNA molecules (28). RAG2c was pro-
posed to adopt a 6-bladed �-propellor structure based
on sequence analysis (11,29). Elegant biochemical studies
demonstrated that the RAG heterotetramer adopts an intri-
cate inter-subunit division of labor in which the NBD and
DDE motifs are located in trans on the two RAG1 subunits
with respect to one RSS (15), a common theme for trans-
posases.

A low-resolution electron microscopy structure of an
RAG heterotetramer plus HMGB1 bound to cleaved
12/23RSSs (the signal end complex, or SEC) revealed a
symmetric complex shaped like an anchor (30). The shank
of the anchor was proposed to be composed of intertwined
RAG1 monomers that diverge at the arms (‘hooks’) of the
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anchor and make contact with RAG2 monomers, which
constitute the tips of the arms (see cartoon representation in
Figure 1A). Neither the location of HMGB1 nor the path
of the DNA could be determined, although the nonamer
(and NBD) was inferred to lie at the bottom end of shank
(30). Furthermore, RAG–RSS complexes formed on DNA
molecules of various length have been imaged by Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM) in the SC (31) and PC (32). These
studies revealed substantial bending (estimated at 60◦ by
(31)) in the region of the DNA occupied by the RAG pro-
teins.

To better understand the organization of substrate DNA
in RAG–DNA complexes, we have used fluorescence res-
onance energy transfer (FRET) to measure distances be-
tween different points on one DNA molecule (fluorophores
positioned in cis), or in some cases between two different
DNA molecules (fluorophores in trans). Our initial study of
the PC, using fluorophores in trans, suggested that the two
RSSs are bent and cross one another (33). Subsequently, us-
ing fluorophores in cis, we demonstrated that the 23RSS in
the PC is indeed strongly bent, adopting a U-shaped struc-
ture with the center of the bend located in the spacer (26).
Little is known regarding the structure of the 12RSS in
RAG–DNA complexes.

Here, we have analyzed the 12RSS in both the SC and
PC, allowing us to address two interrelated questions: to
what extent is the 12RSS bent in the PC, and, how different
is the 12RSS configuration in the SC from that in the PC?
Our results demonstrate that the 12RSS is strongly bent in
both the SC and PC, that there are clear differences in its
structure between the two complexes and that within the
PC, the 12RSS and 23RSS exhibit structural differences.
Our findings provide a starting point for construction of
detailed, testable models of the PC and have implications
for the putative conformational changes that occur upon
synapsis and enable the DNA double strand break step of
RAG-mediated DNA cleavage.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligonucleotide RSS substrates

Deoxyoligonucleotides either fluorescently labeled or
unlabeled were synthesized and HPLC purified by In-
tegrated DNA Technologies Inc. (Coralville, IA, USA).
To assemble double-stranded RSS DNA substrates, 5′ or
internally fluorophore labeled, complementary oligonu-
cleotides were mixed in equimolar amounts, heated for 5
min at 95◦C, followed by slow cooling to room temper-
ature in binding buffer (BB: 10-mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5),
50-mM NaCl, 5-mM MgCl2), which was used throughout
for FRET and other assays. Oligonucleotide sequences
used were (only top strand is shown): 12-RSS (59mer),
5′-GATCTGGCCTGTCTTACACAGTGATACAGA
CCTTAACAAAAACCTGCACTCGAGCGGAG-3′,
12RSS (81mer) 5′ TCTGAATAGATGATCTGGCCT
GTCTTACACAGTGATACAGACCTTAACAAA
AACCTGCACTCGAGCGGAGGAGCTGATCTA 3′
and 23-RSS, 5′-GATCTGGCCTGTCTTACACAGTGA
TGGAAGCTCAATCTGAACTCTGACAAAAACCT
CGAGCGGAG-3′. The fluorophores FAM (6-carboxy-
fluorescein), Alexa488 and TAMRA-NHS (carboxyte-

tramethylrhodamine ester) were attached to the DNA base
via a C6 methylene linker and were incorporated during
synthesis using phosphoramidite-labeled nucleotides (dT
for FAM and Alexa488, and an amino-modified NHS ester
nucleotide in the case of TAMRA).

Protein purification

All experiments used RAG1c (aa 384–1008) fused at its N-
terminus to maltose binding protein (MBP) and tagged at
its C-terminus with six histidine residues (MBP-RAG1c)
purified from bacteria, and RAG2c (aa 1–387) fused at its
N-terminus to glutathione S-transferase (GST-RAG2c) pu-
rified from HEK293T cells, as previously described (34).
Mouse HMGB1 (polyhistidine tagged) was expressed in
bacteria and purified as described previously (35).

In solution steady state fluorescence data acquisition and
analysis

A PTI C-61 (Photon Technology International) T-format
fluorometer equipped with a circulating water bath to con-
trol cell temperature was used to record fluorescence emis-
sion spectra in 150-�l quartz cuvettes (Starna, Atascadero,
CA, USA) at 25◦C. Fluorescence emission spectra were
recorded with an excitation wavelength of 492 nm using an
8-nm band pass setting for both the excitation and emis-
sion monochromators. All fluorescence emission spectra
were recorded between 510 and 650 nm (for FAM/TAMRA
pairs), using 1-nm steps and two second integration times.
Various protein–DNA samples were mixed in ice cold BB
buffer followed by 10-min incubation at 25◦C. After incu-
bation, each sample mix was moved into the quartz cuvette
for recording. No photobleaching was detected between any
of two successive recordings. The standard complete reac-
tion contained 15-nM doubly labeled 12RSS DNA, without
(SC) or with 45-nM unlabeled 23RSS (PC), 125-nM RAG1
and 250-nM RAG2 and 197-nM HMGB1. Control reac-
tions, in which the labeled DNA contains only the donor
(FAM) or the acceptor (TAMRA) fluorophore, were oth-
erwise identical in protein content and unlabeled RSS part-
ner. Spectra were corrected for background created by lamp
fluctuations and the wavelength dependence of the lamp
and detector. If sample absorption at excitation wavelength
exceeded 0.001, inner filter corrections were also applied ac-
cording to (36).

For each FRET experiment for a particular configuration
of donor and acceptor fluorophore probes, emission spec-
tra (�ex = 492 nm) were recorded for the following samples
that lacked added proteins: (a) substrate labeled with donor
RSS only, (b) singly labeled substrates with donor RSS only
and acceptor RSS only (in trans), (c) substrate labeled with
acceptor RSS, (d) substrate labeled in cis with donor and
acceptor RSS; and for the following samples that contained
added proteins: (e) substrate labeled with donor RSS only,
(f) singly labeled substrates with donor RSS only and accep-
tor RSS only (in trans), (g) substrate labeled with acceptor
RSS and (h) substrate labeled in cis with donor and acceptor
RSS. Emission spectra collected for the donor RSS alone
(no protein) and for the acceptor RSS alone (no protein)
provided data used by the Felix software (Photon Technol-
ogy International) to calculate correction coefficients. The
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Figure 2. Detection of energy transfer with the 12RSSdR2a substrate. (A)
Schematic diagram of the 12RSSdR2a substrate showing the location of
the donor and acceptor fluorophores (green and red shapes, respectively),
the two DNA strands (blue and black lines) and the heptamer and non-
amer (blue rectangle and yellow oval, respectively), separated by a 12-bp
spacer. The donor FAM is located at the ‘R’ position in the nonamer flank,
while the acceptor TAMRA is located at the ‘2’ position in the coding
flank, with distances indicated in bp. (B–E) Representative steady state
emission spectra (plotting fluorescence intensity in arbitrary units (AU)
against emission wavelength) are shown for the 12RSSdR2a substrate with
fluorophores in cis [panels (B) and (D)] or for a mixture of the singly la-
beled 12RSSdR and 12RSS2a substrates with the fluorophores in trans
[panels (C) and (E)] under SC [panels (B) and (C)] or PC [panels (D) and
(E)] conditions. The substrates are shown schematically as in Figure 2A.
Solid black lines: a mixture of 12RSSdR and 12RSS2a in the absence of
protein; green lines: 12RSSdR2a in the absence of protein; dashed lines:
12RSSdR (donor only) in the presence of RAG+HMGB1 without (for
SC) or with 23RSS partner DNA (for PC); red line: 12RSSdR2a under SC
conditions (RAG+HMGB1); blue line: 12RSSdR2a under PC conditions
panel (RAG+HMGB1 and 23RSS partner DNA); purple lines: 12RSSdR
+ 12RSS2a in the presence of RAG+HMGB1 without (C) or with 23RSS
partner (E). Proteins used were MBP-RAG1c, GST-RAG2c and HMGB1.

emission spectra shown (e.g. Figure 2) were obtained by
subtracting (c) from (d) and (c) from (b) to yield the ‘(d+a)’
and ‘(d) + (a)’ traces; or (g) from (f) and (g) from (h) to yield
the ‘(d) + (a) + Proteins’ and ‘(d+a) + Proteins’ traces. The
use of subtracted spectra corrects for the residual emission
arising from direct excitation of the acceptor.

The energy transfer efficiency (E-FRET) was calculated
from emission spectra by the acceptor sensitization method
of Fairclough and Cantor (37), as described previously
(26,33). Fluorophore to fluorophore (inter-fluorophore)
distances for each doubly labeled 12RSS substrate in the

PC (rcPC) were calculated based on the average E-FRET
for that substrate using R0 = 55 Å for the FAM/TAMRA
pair of fluorophores (which assumes a rotational diffusion
randomized value of the dipole orientation factor κ2 = 2/3)
as described previously (26,33).

Fluorescence correlation data

All fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) measure-
ments were recorded on a laboratory-built instrument based
on an inverted Olympus IX-71 microscope, as described
previously (38). Samples were excited using a 488-nm
DPSS laser with power adjusted to 5 �W at the micro-
scope incidence. The emitted fluorescence was collected
through the objective and separated from laser light by
a Z488RDC long-pass dichroic and an HQ500LP long-
pass filter (Chroma) before being focused onto the aper-
ture of a 50-�m-diameter optical fiber (OzOptics) directly
coupled to an avalanche photo diode (Perkin-Elmer). Au-
tocorrelation curves were generated by a digital correlator
(Correlator.com). For each measurement, 10 traces of 10
s each were collected and averaged, then fit to a diffusion
equation for a single fluorescent species weighted by the
inverse-variance using laboratory-written scripts for MAT-
LAB (MathWorks):

G(τ ) = 1
N

1(
1 + τ

τD

)
√

1

1 + s2τ
τD

in which G(τ ) is the autocorrelation as a function of time
τ , N is the average number of fluorescent particles in the
focal volume and τD is the average diffusion time of those
fluorescent particles. The structure factor, s, is the ratio of
the radial to axial dimensions of the focal volume, deter-
mined experimentally to be 0.2 using solutions of Alexa488
hydrazide dye. While multiple diffusing components were
present in most measurements, diffusion times were not sep-
arated enough for multi-component fitting of the autocor-
relation curves. Therefore, the average diffusion time of all
fluorescent species present was used as the output parame-
ter (39).

All samples were placed in eight-well chambered
cover glasses (Nunc) passivated by polylysine-conjugated
polyethylene glycol to prevent protein adsorption to
the surface. For each measurement, Alexa 488-labeled
12RSSdR DNA (5 nM) was incubated with MBP-RAG1c,
GST-RAG2c, ± HMGB1 ± 23RSS in BB buffer at a
fixed molar ratio of 1:2:1.6:3 for 5 min at 20◦C prior to
measurements.

Molecular dynamics modeling

The 12RSS-PC/SC models were generated using the cal-
culated interfluorophore FRET distances as the main con-
straints. The DNA was bent in silico in a two-step procedure
similar to that presented in (26). Briefly, in the first step a
smooth coarse grained bend was generated by progressively
imposing unequal constraints on opposite sides of the linear
DNA structure, which minimally affect its local parameters.
To minimize departures from the structure of linear B-form
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DNA, this bend was created by gradually imposing a se-
ries of small local changes in tilt and roll parameters of the
DNA while blocking base pair openings, extreme changes
in propeller twist or buckle parameters as described in (40).
The bend created in the first step was consistent with con-
straints that allowed these parameters to be larger by ∼10%
on one side of the helix (residues n, n + 10, etc.) and smaller
by ∼10% on the other side of the helix (residues n + 5, n +
15, etc.). The fluorophore-linker moiety was modeled using
xLEaP (X Windows based Unit graphical molecule, Atom
Properties and a Parmset Editor) Amber software module
and Insight II from Accelrys, and was attached to each cor-
responding base. In the second step, we added the FRET
constraints one by one starting with that of the largest linear
separation, and continuing the refinement by sequentially
imposing the shorter constraints. From each MD (molecu-
lar dynamics) step we selected the best frame along the tra-
jectory and used it as an input for the next simulation where
we applied an additional FRET-based constraint. The se-
lection involved identifying the frames with least deviation
from the imposed constraints and was performed using in-
house Tcl/AWK (Tool command language) scripts for the
calculation of the RMSD (radius mean square distance)
between experimental FRET and MD resulting distances.
MD simulations were performed at room temperature in
implicit solvent with explicit Mg2+ generated in xLEaP. The
linear form of 12RSS was built, based on the nucleotide se-
quence, using the NAB (Nucleic Acid Builder) module from
Amber (41). The trajectories were analyzed using the VMD
1.8.7 software suite (42). The minimization and MD prepa-
ration of the input files were performed with xLEaP pro-
gram from Amber (41). Simulations were performed on a
Bull NovaScale R422/R423 high performance computing
cluster.

RESULTS

Investigating 12RSS DNA configuration using FRET

In a previous study using an in-solution FRET assay, we
investigated the 23RSS configuration in the PC (26). Here
we adopted the same methodology to examine and compare
the 12RSS structure in the SC and the PC. We designed a se-
ries of consensus 12RSS oligonucleotide substrates labeled
with a donor (6-carboxyfluoresceine (FAM)) and an accep-
tor (carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA)) attached to
a DNA base via a C6 methylene linker. The fluorophores
were located at various positions relative to one another
(shown in the diagram of Supplementary Figure S1). The
efficiency of energy transfer (E-FRET) was measured in
the absence and presence of proteins and partner 23RSS
(to allow either SC or PC formation) and this informa-
tion was used to calculate the change in interfluorophore
distance that occurred as a result of complex formation.
In all experiments we used individually expressed MBP-
RAG1c (aa 384–1008), GST-RAG2c (aa 1–387) and full-
length HMGB1. Fluorophore-labeled 12RSS (15 nM) in
the absence (for SC) or presence of a 3-fold molar excess
of unlabeled consensus 23RSS partner (for PC) was incu-
bated with MBP-RAG1c (125 nM), GST-RAG2c (250 nM)
and HMGB1 (197 nM) (hereafter referred to as the full
complement of proteins) in a buffer containing 5-mM Mg2+

(hereafter referred to as the complete reaction). The protein
concentrations used were based on the results of optimized
conventional RSS mobility shift and cleavage assays (33).
Labeled 12RSS DNA substrates were named according to
the positions of the fluorophores. The donor position is de-
noted with a capital letter preceded by ‘d’ and the accep-
tor by a number followed by ‘a’. The rule is exemplified for
the 12RSSdR2a substrate depicted in Figure 2A, which is la-
beled with the donor at position R and the acceptor at posi-
tion 2. All fluorophore locations and names for the 12RSS
substrates used in this study are shown in Supplementary
Figure S1.

Significant RAG-induced DNA bending in 12SC and in the
PC

By analogy with a particularly informative 23RSS substrate
(23RSSdR2a) used in our previous study (26), we focused
initially on a similarly designed substrate (12RSSdR2a) in
which the donor lies 3 bp 3′ of the nonamer and the ac-
ceptor lies 9 bp 5′ of the heptamer (Figure 2A). In this
substrate, the fluorophores are separated by 40 bp (144–
152Å in B form DNA, calculated using data from (43)),
a distance that exceeds the roughly 90Å limit at which en-
ergy transfer is detectable for this pair of fluorophores (26).
Indeed, the emission singular spectrum for doubly labeled
(fluorophores ‘in cis’) 12RSSdR2a in the absence of protein
(Figure 2B-E, green line; indicated as ‘(d+a)’) was almost
indistinguishable from those of control reactions contain-
ing equimolar amounts of 12RSSdR and 12RSS2a in which
the donor and acceptor are on different substrates (fluo-
rophores ‘in trans’; solid black line; indicated as ‘(d) + (a)’).
These spectra show the expected emission peak at ∼ 520-nm
characteristic of the FAM donor, with no evidence of donor
emission quenching or acceptor emission, confirming that
the fluorophores on 12RSSdR2a are too widely separated to
support energy transfer (background acceptor fluorescence
has been subtracted from all spectra as described in the Ma-
terials and Methods section).

To determine how the proteins affect donor emission in
the absence of the acceptor, the full complement of pro-
teins was added to substrates lacking the acceptor fluo-
rophore (Figure 2B–E, dashed lines; ‘(d) + proteins’). In all
cases, protein addition substantially quenched donor flu-
orescence (compare dashed lines to solid green or black
lines). Similar quenching was also observed previously with
the 23RSSdR2a substrate and is likely due to direct inter-
action of DNA bound proteins with the donor (which lies
close to the nonamer) (26).

To determine whether energy transfer occurs in the SC or
PC, the full complement of proteins was added to doubly la-
beled 12RSSdR2a in the absence (Figure 2B, solid red line)
or presence (Figure 2D, solid blue line) of partner 23RSS. In
both cases, donor emission is further decreased and accep-
tor sensitization (emission peak between 570 and 590 nm)
is observed (compare to dashed lines, which represent iden-
tical reactions lacking the acceptor). Such spectral changes
are directly attributable to the sensitization of the acceptor
and indicate that energy transfer is occurring between the
fluorophores in both the SC and PC. These changes were
observed consistently in independent experiments (n = 5 for
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SC, n = 6 for PC), and when quantified (see the Materials
and Methods section) yielded an average FRET efficiency
(E-FRET) of 12.6 ± 1.9% for the SC and of 13.5 ± 1.6%
for the PC. Using these E-FRET values and the same ap-
proach as in our previous study (26), we calculated the in-
terfluorophore distance of 12RSSdR2a to be 75.9 ± 10 Å in
the SC and 74.9 ± 10 Å in the PC.

To confirm that the observed energy transfer was oc-
curring between the donor and acceptor on the same
12RSSdR2a substrate molecule (in cis), rather than
by synapsis/aggregation of two (or more) 12RSSdR2a
molecules, which would allow energy transfer in trans,
the full complement of proteins was added to a mixture
(15 nM each) of singly labeled 12RSSdR and 12RSS2a
substrates, again in the absence or presence of 23RSS
(‘(d)+(a) + proteins’; Figure 2C and E, respectively).
The resulting spectra (solid purple lines) were essentially
identical to the control reactions lacking the acceptor
(dashed lines), demonstrating that there was no energy
transfer when the donor and acceptor were on different
DNA molecules. Hence, under these conditions, 12/12RSS
synapsis/aggregation does not occur to an extent or with a
geometry that would allow energy transfer to be detected
in trans, and therefore the energy transfer detected with
the 12RSSdR2a substrate occurs in cis. We conclude that
formation of the 12SC and the PC is accompanied by
substantial protein-induced 12RSS bending/distortion
that causes a dramatic reduction in the distance between
the fluorophores (from ∼145 to 75 Å), much as we observed
previously for the 23RSS in the PC (26).

Protein requirements for 12RSS bending in the SC and PC

We next investigated the contribution of the three proteins
to the levels of FRET measured with 12RSSdR2a under SC
or PC binding conditions. HMGB1 is not essential for the
formation of a 12SC that supports nicking, but strongly
contributes to 23SC and PC formation and hence to hair-
pin formation (24). Omission of HMGB1 substantially re-
duced energy transfer under both SC (Figure 3A) and PC
(Supplementary Figure S2A) reaction conditions (compare
to Figure 2B and D). In both cases, while no acceptor sensi-
tization was detected, residual donor quenching remained.
While other possibilities exist, we interpret this to indicate
that the acceptor is sufficiently close to the donor to absorb
energy but that some feature of the configuration (presum-
ably related to the nearby protein) prevents excitation of the
acceptor dipole to the singlet state, which is required for ac-
ceptor emission (36). The level of donor quenching was used
to calculate an E-FRET of 6.3 ± 0.5% and 4 ± 0.8% for
SC and PC reaction conditions, respectively, with the lat-
ter value approaching the background of the FRET assay
(2.7 ± 0.2%, the average energy transfer observed in 12 in-
dependent experiments on 12RSSdR2a DNA alone). The
somewhat lower E-FRET observed under PC conditions
most likely reflects reduced levels of 12SC formation due to
competition by the 3-fold molar excess of unlabeled 23RSS
present in the PC reaction. Overall, these experiments sug-
gest that HMGB1 considerably increases acceptor–donor
proximity in 12RSSdR2a SC and is particularly important
for allowing acceptor sensitization.
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Figure 3. The protein requirements for FRET with the 12RSSdR2a
substrate. Steady state emission spectra displayed as in Figure 2 were
gathered from reactions similar to those in Figure 2 except that: (A)
HMGB1 was omitted from the reaction performed under SC conditions
(RAG+HMGB1); (B) RAG1 was omitted from the reaction performed
under SC conditions (RAG+HMGB1); (C–F) RAG2 was omitted from
reactions with the fluorophores in cis [panels (C) and (E)] or in trans [pan-
els (D) and (F)] performed under SC conditions (RAG+HMGB1) [panels
(C) and (D)] or under PC conditions (RAG+HMGB1 and 23RSS partner
DNA) [panels (E) and (F)].

Energy transfer was not detectable above background
in reactions lacking RAG1 (Figure 3B and Supplemen-
tary Figure S2B), an observation consistent with the cen-
tral role played by RAG1 in RSS binding. In contrast,
omission of RAG2 reduced but did not eliminate energy
transfer under SC (Figure 3C) and PC (Figure 3E) reac-
tion conditions, consistent with our previous findings with
23RSSdR2a (26). FRET in the absence of RAG2 was man-
ifest by both donor quenching and acceptor sensitization,
yielding E-FRET values of 7.6 ± 3.6% and 7.8 ± 0.8% un-
der SC and PC conditions, respectively. Using RSSs in trans,
we tested if RAG1 and HMGB1, in the absence of RAG2,
are able to synapse/bring together two 12RSSs to support
FRET. No evidence of energy transfer was detected in the
absence of RAG2 under SC (Figure 3D) or PC (Figure 3F)
conditions. Our data show that FRET with the 12RSSdR2a
substrate occurs only in cis, is strictly dependent on RAG1,
is considerably enhanced by HMGB1 and is optimal in the
presence of RAG2.
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Figure 4. RAG/HMGB1 binding to the 12RSS analyzed by fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS). Photon emission traces were recorded
from samples containing 5 nM Alexa 488-labeled 12RSSdR and increas-
ing concentrations of protein mixtures in a fixed molar ratio as follows: (A)
12SC formation, using MBP-RAG1c, GST-RAG2c, HMGB1 in a molar
ratio of 1:2:1.6 (black diamonds connected with black lines), (B) PC for-
mation, using MBP-RAG1c, GST-RAG2c, HMGB1 and 23RSS in a mo-
lar ratio of 1:2:1.6:3 (gray circles connected with gray lines), (C) 12RSS–
RAG complex, using MBP-RAG1c and GST-RAG2c in a molar ratio
of 1:2 (gray squares connected with gray lines). Right-hand panels show
brightness, or photons per labeled DNA molecule, plotted against RAG1
concentration, whereas left-hand panels show diffusion time versus RAG1
concentration. In (A) and (C), each data point represents the average of
three independent measurements, whereas in (B), the average comes from
six independent measurements (error bar = standard deviation).

RAG–12RSS complexes investigated by single molecule FCS

To further characterize RAG-HMGB1-12RSS complexes
and provide an additional test for possible trans contri-
butions to the FRET signal, the diffusive properties of
the complexes were assessed over a wide range of protein
and DNA concentrations by FCS. Using confocal optics
to record changes in emission fluorescence in a small, well-
defined focal volume, FCS assesses the diffusion properties
of fluorescent molecules based on a statistical analysis of
the fluctuations of their fluorescence emission. The mea-
surements yield an autocorrelation function from which one
can derive diffusion time (related to the size of the complex),
and the ‘brightness’, or photon counts per molecule, of the
fluorescent species (related to the number of fluorophores
per complex). Photon emission counts were recorded from
samples containing 5-nM Alexa 488-labeled 12RSSdR and
increasing concentrations of the other components needed
to generate the 12SC (Figure 4A), the PC (Figure 4B) or
the RAG1-RAG2-12RSS complex lacking HMGB1 (Fig-

ure 4C). For SC analysis, RAG1, RAG2 and HMGB1 were
maintained at a fixed molar ratio of 1:2:1.6, while PC anal-
ysis was similar but included a 3-fold molar excess of un-
labeled 23RSS with respect to RAG1. Calculated diffusion
times and brightness per molecule are shown in the left- and
right-hand graphs, respectively, of Figure 4 and are plotted
with respect to RAG1 concentration.

For the 12SC, the diffusion time (and hence average com-
plex size) of the labeled DNA rose rapidly with increas-
ing concentrations of the proteins (RAG1 concentrations
less than 100 nM) and reached a plateau of ∼0.65 ms at
∼200 nM RAG1 (Figure 4A, left panel). Diffusion times
were stable at RAG1 concentrations from 200–700 nM, ar-
guing against the formation of larger complexes or aggre-
gates even at quite high protein concentrations. With inclu-
sion of the 23RSS (PC conditions), the rise in diffusion time
was somewhat more gradual but reached a higher satura-
tion value of ∼0.73 ms (Figure 4B, left panel). The slower
rise is likely due to the presence of the 23RSS (which com-
petes with the labeled 12RSS for protein binding), while the
higher saturation value presumably reflects the larger size
of the PC relative to the SC. In the absence of HMGB1, the
increase in diffusion time with increasing RAG concentra-
tion was more gradual still (Figure 4C, left panel), suggest-
ing lower affinity binding of RAG to the 12RSS than oc-
curs in the presence of HMGB1, and the saturation value
of the diffusion time (approx. 0.6 ms) was lower, reflecting
the smaller complex formed.

Importantly, brightness measurements in all cases
showed no evidence for synapsis or aggregation of two or
more 12RSSdR substrate molecules, which would be man-
ifest as an increase in fluorescence per molecule; instead,
brightness declined sharply at lower concentrations of the
added components and then remained stable at higher
concentrations (Figure 4A–C, right panels). The initial
decrease in photon counts per molecule is consistent with
the donor quenching observed upon protein addition in the
FRET experiments (Figure 2B and D and Figure 3A), and
with the results of similar FCS experiments with a labeled
23RSSdR substrate (26). Such quenching could obscure a
low level of 12RSSdR substrate synapsis/aggregation, but
the absence of any detectable rise in brightness per molecule
at high concentrations of the components argues that this
is rare if it happens at all. We also note that the concen-
trations used in the FRET reactions (125/250/197 nM for
RAG1, RAG2 and HMGB1, respectively) are below the
concentrations required to reach plateau levels of diffusion
time, indicating that the FRET assays were performed
under non-saturating, dynamic equilibrium conditions.
In summary, the FCS experiments provided no evidence
for 12RSS synapsis/aggregation and further supported
the conclusion that in the FRET assays, most complexes
contain only a single labeled 12RSSdR2a substrate and
hence that the energy transfer detected occurs in cis.

Mapping distinct 12RSS bending in the paired and signal
complex

Our energy transfer data argue that the 12RSS bends sim-
ilarly in the SC and PC so as to reduce the interflu-
orophore distance of 12RSSdR2a from ∼150 Å in free
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DNA to ∼75 Å in these complexes. Such bends might re-
flect a single large bend or the additive effect of multiple
bends/distortions, and while the overall bend appears simi-
lar in the SC and PC, there might be subtle differences in the
shape/trajectory of the 12RSS in these two complexes. To
investigate these issues, we extended the FRET strategy de-
scribed for 12RSSdR2a to a collection of additional DNA
substrates in which the fluorophores were positioned at a
variety of positions along the 12RSS substrate (see Supple-
mentary Figure S1 for the location of each fluorophore la-
beling position). Reactions were performed under the same
SC and PC conditions described above for 12RSSdR2a (e.g.
Figure 2B and D) and the results obtained are shown for
the PC in Figure 5 (16 fluorophore pairs) and for the SC in
Figure 6 (11 pairs). In the PC, fluorophores were positioned
to report the 12RSS DNA configuration from four regional
perspectives: spanning or flanking the nonamer (Figure 5,
substrates 1–3), in different portions of the spacer (sub-
strates 4 and 5), spanning or flanking the heptamer (sub-
strates 6–13) and spanning the entire RSS (substrates 14–
16). The same four regions were also examined in the SC,
although with fewer substrates (Figure 6). In Figures 5 and
6, columns B and D display the E-FRET values measured
in the absence or presence of proteins, respectively, while
columns C and E show the interfluorophore distances calcu-
lated from these measurements. We also calculated the pre-
dicted interfluorophore distances in native DNA according
to (43,44) (Figures 5 and 6, column C, gray text) (see the
Materials and Methods section).

For most substrates, formation of the 12SC or PC signif-
icantly altered the level of energy transfer detected relative
to that obtained with naked DNA (Figures 5 and 6, com-
pare columns B and D; statistical significance indicated in
column D with asterisks). Two of the substrates with flu-
orophores flanking/adjacent to the nonamer (substrates 1
and 2) showed large but similar increases in FRET in the SC
and PC relative to naked DNA, and FRET levels with the
third substrate in this class (substrate 3, investigated only in
the PC) also increased, but not significantly, upon complex
formation. These data support bending in the vicinity of the
12RSS nonamer.

Substrates 4 and 5, with fluorophores in the spacer, be-
haved similarly in the SC and PC, with substrate 4 (but not
5) exhibiting a significant change in energy transfer in the
complexes relative to naked DNA (Figures 5 and 6). Be-
cause of the short distance between donor and acceptor in
these substrates, these data should be interpreted cautiously
(see below), but they are consistent with bending/distortion
in the spacer.

For substrates 6–13 with fluorophores flanking/adjacent
to the heptamer, significant changes in FRET levels com-
pared to naked DNA were seen with three of them (num-
bers 7, 10 and 12) and only in the PC (although of these
three, only number 12 was examined in both the SC and
PC). Substrate 12 (12RSSdJ3a) exhibited a significant in-
crease in FRET in the PC but not the SC, resulting in sig-
nificantly higher levels of energy transfer in the PC versus
the SC (paired t test PC versus SC P = 0.0017) (represen-
tative energy transfer traces shown in Supplementary Fig-
ure S3). A similar phenomenon was observed with substrate
6 (12RSSdE1a), where energy transfer (relative to naked

Figure 5. FRET analysis of the 12RSS in the PC. Data for 16 fluorophore-
labeled substrates under PC conditions; in each panel, the columns desig-
nate the following features: column (A), schematic depiction of the sub-
strates as in Figure 2; column (B), average energy transfer efficiency for
substrate in the absence of protein (E-FRET DNA), with the number
of independent experiments and SEM in parentheses (ND, no energy
transfer above background); column (C), calculated distance between the
donor and acceptor fluorophores in the substrate in the absence of pro-
tein (rsDNA) based on the E-FRET in column (B), with the predicted
interfluorophore distance in the DNA (pred. rs) in gray in parentheses;
column (D), average energy transfer efficiency for substrate in the com-
plete reaction E-FRET PC, with the number of independent determina-
tions and SEM in parentheses. Statistical comparison of E-FRET PC ver-
sus E-FRET DNA: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; column (E),
calculated distance between the donor and acceptor fluorophores in the
substrate in the PC reaction rcPC, based on the E-FRET in column (D);
column (F), interfluorophore distances in the PC models shown in Fig-
ure 7 of the 12RSS (rcModel, gray), estimated by measuring the distance
between the 5′ carbons of the sugars of the two fluorophore-labeled nu-
cleotides. Below (black), interfluorophore distance derived experimentally
minus the interfluorophore distance in the model for the PC (rcPC-rcM).

DNA) decreased in the SC but increased in the PC; while
neither of these changes was statistically significant, energy
transfer in the PC was significantly higher than in the SC
(paired t test PC versus SC P = 0.0045). In substrates 6
and 12, the fluorophores span the heptamer and are posi-
tioned similarly, with one located near the middle of the
spacer and the other immediately flanking the heptamer
(Supplementary Figure S1). In both cases, the fluorophores
are separated by about 1.5 helical turns (14 and 17 bp in
substrates 6 and 12, respectively), placing the donor and ac-
ceptor on nearly opposite sides of the helix. Notably, the
interfluorophore distance in these substrates (∼50–60 Å in
naked DNA) is one in which FRET with these fluorophores
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Figure 6. FRET analysis of the 12RSS in the12SC. Data for 11
fluorophore-labeled substrates under SC conditions. Columns (A)–(C) des-
ignate the same features described in the Figure 5 legend. Column (D),
average energy transfer efficiency for substrate in the complete reaction E-
FRET SC, with the number of independent determinations and SEM in
parentheses. Statistical comparison of E-FRET SC versus E-FRET DNA:
*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; column (E), calculated distance
between the donor and acceptor fluorophores in the substrate in the SC
reaction rcSC, based on the E-FRET in column (D). Column (F), in-
terfluorophore distances in the 12SC models shown in Figure 7 of the
12RSS (rcModel, gray), estimated by measuring the distance between the
5′ carbons of the sugars of the two fluorophore-labeled nucleotides. Below
(black), interfluorophore distance derived experimentally minus the inter-
fluorophore distance in the model for the 12SC (rcSC- rcM).

is quite sensitive. These results suggest a markedly shorter
distance between the center of the spacer and the immedi-
ate heptamer flank of the 12RSS in the PC as compared
to the SC. In substrate 13 (12RSSdJ2a), where the accep-
tor is moved 5 bp further from the heptamer (Supplemen-
tary Figure S1) and to the opposite side of the helix relative
to substrate 12 (12RSSdJ3a), no significant difference in en-
ergy transfer was observed between the SC, PC and naked
DNA (Figures 5 and 6). This, and the results with substrate
8 (no significant FRET in any condition), suggests that as
one fluorophore moves further into the coding flank and
away from the vicinity of the heptamer, the FRET assay be-
comes less sensitive to the differences between the SC and
PC. Finally, we note that for substrate 7 (12RSSdD2a), in
which the fluorophores also span the heptamer, substantial
quenching of both donor and acceptor was observed under
PC conditions (data not shown), suggesting strong protein
interactions with both fluorophores. It is unclear how to in-
terpret the decrease in energy transfer observed in the PC
relative to naked DNA in this substrate (Figure 5).

All three substrates with fluorophores flanking the entire
RSS (numbers 14–16) exhibited equivalent levels of energy
transfer in the SC and PC, which in all cases were signifi-
cantly above that of naked DNA (Figures 5 and 6). These
findings demonstrate that in three different substrates in
which the fluorophores are separated by at least 125 Å in

linear DNA, formation of the 12SC and PC leads to clearly
detectable energy transfer and a calculated interfluorophore
separation of less than 80 Å. This provides strong support
for the conclusion that the 12RSS undergoes a major bend
in the 12SC and PC.

Might the degree of bending be reduced if additional
flanking DNA were present in our 12RSS substrates (per-
haps due to charge repulsion of the two DNA backbones)?
To examine this, we extended the length of the 12RSSdR2a
reporter substrate from 59 to 81 bp and repeated the FRET
experiments. E-FRET values were not reduced with the
longer substrate; if anything, they were slightly increased
(Supplementary Figure S4). Hence, addition of an addi-
tional helical turn of DNA at each end of the substrate did
not interfere with RAG/HMGB1 binding or reduce the ap-
parent extent of bending. Instead, it is possible that the ad-
ditional DNA allows for additional protein–DNA contacts
and somewhat increased bending.

In summary, our detailed FRET analysis of the 12RSS
suggests a local reconfiguration of the DNA in the vicinity
of the heptamer during the 12SC to PC transition, and in-
dicates a large degree of global DNA bending that brings
the flanking DNA (coding flank and nonamer flank) much
closer together in the protein–DNA complexes than in the
naked DNA substrate.

Molecular dynamics modeling of the 12RSS in the SC and
PC

The calculated interfluorophore distances resulting from
the energy transfer experiments (Figures 5 and 6, column
E) were used as the constraints for Molecular Dynamics
modeling of the structures of the 12RSS in the SC and the
PC, using an approach similar to that we used previously
to derive a structural model of the 23RSS in the PC based
on FRET measurements (26). First, a large bend was in-
troduced into the DNA, and this was then subjected to the
FRET constraints, a process that was performed indepen-
dently for the 12RSS in the SC and PC. The models were
refined to maximize conformity with the experimental data
and to minimize energy penalties and structural deviations
from B form DNA in the final structures (see the Materials
and Methods section).

Both of the resulting models show a strongly bent V-
shaped DNA molecule with the spacer occupying the
center of the bend and the heptamer/coding flank and
nonamer/nonamer flank constituting their arms (Figure 7A
for 12SC and Figure 7B for PC; Supplementary data files
sc12RSS.pdb, pc12RSS.pdb). When viewed from the ‘front’
(Figure 7A and B), the shape of the DNA in the two mod-
els is generally similar, with the overall large bend arising
from a series of smaller, distinct bends, the two most promi-
nent of which are located near the heptamer/spacer bor-
der and the spacer/nonamer border. Interestingly, protein–
DNA backbone interactions in the 12SC (9) map to the in-
ner (concave) surface and one face of the spacer in the 12SC
model (Figure 7A, yellow), whereas a DNase I hypersen-
sitive site maps to the outer (convex) surface of the DNA
at the spacer/nonamer border, precisely at the site of the
sharpest bend in the model (pink arrow). The front view
also reveals two differences between the models. First, the
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Figure 7. Models of the structure of the 12RSS in the (A) SC and (B)
PC, derived from molecular dynamics modeling of the data of Figures 5
and 6. DNA is depicted as a ball and stick model with N in blue, O in
red, C in gray, P in orange and H in white. Indicated are the heptamer
(h), shaded orange, nonamer (n), shaded purple, the bases that are donor
(green) and acceptor (yellow) fluorophore labeled in the 12RSSdR2a sub-
strate, the summative sites of ethylation interference in the RAG1-RAG2-
HMGB1–12RSS (12SC and PC)complexes (yellow) and the site of DNAse
I hypersensitivity (pink, with arrow) in the 12SC, as determined by Swan-
son (24). (C–F) Ribbon diagrams showing a superposition of the models
of the 12RSS in the SC and the PC from four orthogonal perspectives of
the ‘front’ view in (A) and (B), with the SC in blue (heptamer in dark blue)
and PC in pink (heptamer in red). The nonamers in both models are in
purple and were aligned to create the superposition. Also indicated are the
scissile phosphates for nicking (green) and hairpin formation (yellow). (C)
View from the left (heptamer/coding flank arm), (D) view from the right
(nonamer arm), (E) view from above and (F) view from below.

opening between the heptamer and nonamer arms is slightly
wider in the 12SC than in the PC model. Second, the spacer
is rotated almost one half helical turn in the 12SC compared
to the PC model, visible as distinct succession of major and
minor grooves that face the viewer in each structure.

Additional differences are visible when the models are
viewed from other angles. Because the FRET data sug-
gested structural differences in the vicinity of the heptamer,
we chose to illustrate the differences between the two mod-
els by aligning their nonamers (maximizing backbone and
base overlap). The result of this superposition is shown in
four orthogonal views in Figure 7C–F (blue, 12SC model;
pink, PC model; heptamers in dark blue and red, respec-
tively; nonamers in purple). The most striking feature to
emerge is a >400 angle of divergence of the heptamer arms
of the two models, most clearly seen in the top and bot-
tom views (Figure 7E and F, respectively). This results in
the scissile phosphates (yellow, nicking; green, hairpin for-
mation) being located about 25 Å from one another. In ad-
dition, while the 12RSS DNA in the PC is largely copla-
nar (similar to our model of the 23RSS in the PC; (26)), in

the 12SC, the heptamer and nonamer arms deviate from a
single plane. These differences arise largely from structural
alterations in the vicinity of the heptamer and differential
DNA unwinding in the spacer, as reported by the substrates
with fluorophore pairs flanking the heptamer, particularly
12RSSdE1a and 12RSSdJ3a.

How well do the models fit the FRET data? To assess this,
it was necessary to determine the interfluorophore distances
predicted by the model, a task complicated by the flexible six
carbon methylene linker that connects each fluorophore to
the DNA. This linker is predicted from molecular dynam-
ics simulations to result in a 13–14 Å separation between
the fluorophore and its attachment point on a DNA base
(see (26)), presumably with the linker projecting outward
from the DNA axis. As in our previous study (26), we calcu-
lated the interfluorophore distances in the models using the
5′ carbons of the sugars of the two fluorophore-labeled nu-
cleotides to approximate the fluorophore positions. This al-
most certainly underestimates the distance of fluorophores
from the DNA axis because the 5′ carbon of the sugar is
only 5.5 Å from the linker attachment point on the base,
compared to the 13–14 Å predicted for the linker. This needs
to be taken into account when comparing the estimated in-
terfluorophore distances in the models (Figures 5 and 6, col-
umn F, rcModel, gray text) to the distances calculated from
the FRET data (column E, rcPC and rcSC).

Several trends are clear in this comparison. First, the
models almost invariably yield smaller distances than do the
data (the calculated difference, in black text in column F, is
almost always positive). This is likely due to our use of the
5′ carbon sugar to approximate the fluorophore position,
as discussed above. Second, the agreement between model
and data is excellent (less than 4 Å) for substrates 14–16
with fluorophores flanking the entire 12RSS. This is per-
haps not surprising given the importance of these measure-
ments in determining the large bend that was introduced
into the DNA during the first step of the modeling. Third,
the models match the data fairly well (within 7 Å) for sub-
strates 1 and 2 with fluorophores flanking or adjacent to the
nonamer (although less well for substrate 3, which is also
in this category), while agreement is more heterogeneous
for substrates 6–13 with fluorophores flanking/adjacent to
the heptamer. And fourth, the distances calculated from the
data greatly exceed (by >20 Å) those calculated from the
models for the two substrates (numbers 4 and 5) where the
fluorophores are located very close to one another; in these
cases, it is likely that the C6 linkers make a large contribu-
tion to the separation between the fluorophores that is not
taken into account by the models.

Contributions of partner heptamer and nonamer to 12RSS
bending in the PC

Our data, particularly from substrates 6 and 12, and the
models suggest a structural change in the 12RSS in the
vicinity of the heptamer upon synapsis with a partner
23RSS. What are the relative contributions of the 23RSS
heptamer and nonamer to this? To address this, we car-
ried out a new set of FRET measurements with substrates
6 and 12 (12RSSdE1a and 12RSSdJ3a, respectively) ei-
ther alone, in the SC, in the PC (intact 23RSS partner),
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Figure 8. Energy transfer changes in the 12RSS during the SC to PC tran-
sition are sensitive to the integrity of the 23RSS heptamer and nonamer.
Bars represent the average energy transfer efficiency from two indepen-
dent measurements, with dots indicating each experimental value and the
content of the reaction indicated below each bar. The free DNA, SC and
23RSS partner (PC) reactions were performed as with the 12RSSdR2a sub-
strate in Figure 2B and D. Reactions were also performed with a part-
ner 23RSS with a mutant nonamer (Mut Non) or a scrambled heptamer
(ScrmHep). (A) 12RSSdE1a substrate. (B) 12RSSdJ3a substrate.

or with a 23RSS partner with a scrambled heptamer (5′-
CACAGTG changed to 5′-TGAATAC) or a crippled non-
amer (5′-ACAAAAACC changed to 5′-ACAAGTCCC).
The mutant nonamer partner had little or no effect on the
12RSS, leaving E-FRET similar to that observed in the SC
(Figure 8A and B), as expected (26,28,45) given the im-
portance of the nonamer for stable DNA binding. In con-
trast, the scrambled heptamer partner supported a substan-
tial increase in energy transfer over that observed in the SC
for both substrates, although in neither case did E-FRET
values reach those obtained with the intact 23RSS partner
(Figure 8A and B). Hence, engagement of a partner non-
amer, in the absence of a heptamer, appears sufficient to
trigger a change in the 12RSS, but additional structural al-

terations appear to take place when a partner heptamer can
also be engaged.

Together, our data and the models strongly support the
existence of a large overall bend in the 12RSS in both the
SC and PC, and suggest significant structural differences in
the DNA in these two complexes. However, the results also
suggest that the models need to be interpreted with caution,
as discussed below.

DISCUSSION

The 12/23 rule illustrates a fundamental preference on the
part of the RAG proteins for substrate asymmetry in as-
sembling a cleavage-competent synaptic complex. The un-
derlying basis for this preference is unknown. A central mo-
tivation for the current work was to address the question of
whether this preference for asymmetry is reflected by sig-
nificant differences in the structure of the two substrates in
the PC. While our previous study showed that the 23RSS
is strongly bent in the PC (and likely also the SC), it was
possible that the 12RSS was configured differently, perhaps
substantially less bent because of its shorter spacer. The re-
sults presented here argue that this is not the case, indicat-
ing instead that the overall shape of the 12RSS and 23RSS
in RAG–DNA complexes is similar (Figure 9). Our data
also argue that the shape of the 12RSS in the SC and PC
is generally similar, and demonstrate that the large bend in
the 12RSS arises through the combined action of RAG and
HMGB1, with RAG1 playing a particularly critical role. In
the absence of high-resolution structures of RAG-HMGB1-
DNA complexes, our data provide the most detailed infor-
mation yet about RSS structure and provide guidance in
addressing some of the longstanding questions in the field
about the formation and organization of these complexes
and the 12/23 rule.

Similar large bends in the 12RSS in the SC and PC

Previous footprinting studies revealed strong similarities
between the protein–12RSS contacts in the 12SC and PC
(24), and our data provide evidence for relatively similar,
large bends in the 12RSS in both the SC and the PC. The
most important evidence for this comes from the energy
transfer efficiencies observed for three independent sub-
strates with fluorophores spanning the entire RSS (Figures
5 and 6, substrates14–16). The data strongly suggest that
the fluorophores in these substrates, which are more than
120 Å apart in the free DNA, are separated by less than
80 Å in the complexes. Critical to this conclusion is the as-
sumption that the energy transfer we detect occurs in cis
(between two fluorophores on a single 12RSS molecule)
and not in trans (between fluorophores on different 12RSS
molecules). Numerous controls, both here and even more
extensively in our previous study (26), validate this assump-
tion: in no case have we detected energy transfer between
fluorophores located on two different 12RSS or two differ-
ent 23RSS molecules. We conclude that, under our reaction
conditions, 12–12 and 23–23 RSS synapsis/aggregation do
not take place in such a way as to yield detectable energy
transfer, and hence that the energy transfer we do detect oc-
curs between RSSs in cis.
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Figure 9. Front view of the models of the (left) 12RSS and (right) 23RSS in the PC. DNA is depicted as a ball and stick modelwith N in blue, O in red, P
in orange, and H in white, and C in green for the 12RSS and grey for the 23RSS, the nonamer in purple, and the heptamer in brown (12RSS) or orange
(23RSS). Sites of DNAse I hypersensitivity are indicated with arrows and shaded red (12RSS) or green (23RSS) (24,27). The distances between the scissile
phosphate for nicking and the distal end of the nonamer (dashed lines) are indicated, 23RSS model from (26).

Interestingly, while the 23RSSdR2a substrate studied pre-
viously (26) yielded half as much energy transfer in the 23SC
as in the PC (8.8% versus 18%), for 12RSSdR2a, the differ-
ence between the two complexes was less remarkable (12.6%
in 12SC versus 13.5% in the PC). Fluorophore positioning
in these two substrates is similar, with donor and acceptor
lying 3 and 9 bp from the nonamer and heptamer, respec-
tively. This observation argues for less dramatic structural
changes in the 12RSS than in the 23RSS during the SC
to PC transition, at least as reported by this pair of fluo-
rophores.

Previous AFM studies indicated considerable DNA
bending in both the SC and the PC (31,32), although the
magnitude of bending was estimated to be substantially less
than what we found here or in our previous study of the
23RSS (26). Lengthening our DNA substrate so as to have
coding and nonamer flanks of 27 and 26 bp, respectively,
did not reduce E-FRET and hence did not appear to re-
duce bending. We cannot rule out the possibility that bend-
ing is reduced in RAG–RSS complexes formed on much
longer DNA substrates. Other issues related to prior stud-
ies of DNA bending in RAG–RSS complexes have been dis-
cussed previously (26).

Several features of our FRET assay and molecular mod-
eling place limits on the conclusions that can be drawn from
our study; these have been discussed in detail previously
(26). We note here that interactions with the proteins or
DNA can alter fluorophore position in a manner that af-
fects energy transfer. In particular, caution should be used
when interpreting data derived from substrates with fluo-
rophores attached to the end of the DNA, which when teth-
ered by flexible linkers have strong tendency to stack onto
the adjacent bases (46,47). This effect can influence the ori-
entation term k2 between the transition dipoles of the fluo-

rophores (46,48), resulting in E-FRET values different from
those calculated with k2 = 2/3, which assumes freely rotat-
ing fluorophores (see the Materials and Methods section).
We emphasize that the models that arise from our analysis
should be considered working models and should not be in-
terpreted as providing high-resolution molecular informa-
tion regarding the structure of the 12RSS in RAG–DNA
complexes.

Protein requirements for 12RSS bending

Previous studies have demonstrated that RAG is able to
bind and nick a 12RSS substrate in the absence of HMGB1
more robustly than a 23RSS substrate (22,24,49), and
our FCS data confirmed substantial RAG binding to our
12RSS substrate without added HMGB1 (Figure 4C). In-
terestingly, the 12RSSdR2a substrate exhibited evidence of
RAG-dependent energy transfer in the absence of HMGB1
(Figure 3A), although at a reduced efficiency (6.3% ver-
sus 12.6% with the full complement of proteins) and with-
out acceptor sensitization. Such energy transfer implies that
the fluorophores are less than 90 Å apart, a large change
from the 145–150 Å in the naked DNA substrate. We ten-
tatively conclude that RAG is capable of strongly bending
the 12RSS in the absence of HMGB1. Given our inability to
detect RAG-dependent energy transfer with the analogous
23RSSdR2a substrate when HMGB1 was omitted (26), we
speculate that such 12RSS bending helps establish a DNA
configuration compatible with nicking.

RAG1 and HMGB1, in the absence of RAG2, were suf-
ficient for substantial energy transfer with the 12RSSdR2a
substrate (Figure 3C and E), a finding that parallels
prior results with the 23RSSdR2a substrate (26). Curiously,
the magnitude of FRET with RAG1 and HMGB1 was
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similar for the various substrates/conditions tested: 7.4%
for 23RSSdR2a in the PC, 7.6% for 12RSSdR2a in the SC
and 7.8% for 12RSSdR2a in the PC. This might reflect a
stereotypical bend induced in RSS DNA by RAG1 and
HMGB1 in the absence of RAG2. We emphasize however,
consistent with our previous findings for the 23RSS in the
PC (26), that optimal energy transfer occurs only with the
full complement of proteins, conditions compatible with
catalysis.

Consequences of 12RSS bending in the SC versus the PC

Given the substantial evidence in favor of DNA distortion
near the site of RAG-mediated cleavage (1,24), including
base flipping associated with hairpin formation (50), it is in-
triguing that differences in energy transfer that we observe
between the SC and PC occurred when the fluorophores
flanked the heptamer (Figures 5 and 6, substrates 6 and
12 and Supplementary Figure S3). If the nonamer remains
stationary during the 12SC to PC transition (perhaps be-
cause it is anchored to the stable, dimeric NBD (28)), then
our models suggest a substantial pivoting of the heptamer
and coding flank during synapsis (Figure 7C–F). This is
predicted to swing the heptamer arm out of the plane de-
fined by the nonamer and nonamer flank and to move the
scissile phosphate bonds (marked in yellow and green) sub-
stantially (about 30 Å in the models). While specific details
cannot be inferred, it is tempting to think that this pivoting
is a reflection of structural changes in the DNA surround-
ing the site of cleavage that establish a hairpin-competent
conformation.

A structural change in the 12RSS that is intimately linked
to hairpin formation should require both the nonamer and
heptamer of the partner 23RSS to enable sensing of spacer
length. We found that a partner containing only a non-
amer was able to trigger an increase in E-FRET as reported
by 12RSS substrates with fluorophores flanking the hep-
tamer, although this increase was not as large as with an
intact 23RSS partner (Figure 8). Perhaps relevant to this
is our prior observation that RAG/HMGB1 induce strong
bending in a mutant 23RSS substrate containing a nonamer
but no heptamer, although again, not to the full extent ob-
served with an intact 23RSS (26). This leads us to specu-
late that capture and bending of a nonamer-only partner
by the 12SC is sufficient to induce a ‘partial’ conforma-
tional change in the 12RSS, whereas an intact 23RSS part-
ner, upon capture, undergoes a further degree of bending
and induces the full extent of 12RSS structural alteration
present in the PC. It is plausible that this is relevant to es-
tablishing a hairpin-competent conformation in the 12RSS,
although further experiments will be needed to test this. An
alternative interpretation is that the smaller increase in E-
FRET induced by the nonamer-only partner compared to
the 23RSS partner reflects less efficient PC formation in the
absence of the heptamer. We think this is unlikely because
in an earlier study, we found no significant drop in synapsis
(as reported by FRET) upon scrambling of the heptamer
(28).

12RSS and 23RSS bending in the PC

Comparison of the models of the 12RSS (Figure 7B) and
the 23RSS (26) in the PC reveals broadly similar shapes,
but with several distinctive features (Figure 9). Whereas
the 23RSS is U shaped, the 12RSS more closely resembles
a V, a difference that arises from different numbers and
locations of bends. The bend found in the center of the
23RSS spacer (which corresponds closely to a DNAse I hy-
persensitive site) is absent in the 12RSS spacer, which in-
stead is approximately straight. As with the 23RSS model,
a well-documented DNAse I hypersensitive site maps quite
close to the largest DNA bend in the 12SC model (Fig-
ure 7A). Substantial bends are found at each end of the
spacer in both models, but while the 23RSS is bent at the
heptamer/coding flank border, the 12RSS is instead bent
at the nonamer/nonamer flank border. Despite the bend it
contains, the longer spacer of the 23RSS results in a larger
central cavity than is found in the 12RSS model, with the
heptamer and nonamer modeled to be considerably farther
apart in the 23RSS than in the 12RSS (distances from site
of cleavage to two positions in the nonamer are indicated
in Figure 9). We previously proposed that the RAG pro-
teins occupy the central cavity of 23RSS based on the fact
that protein–DNA backbone contacts map largely on the
concave (inner) surface of the model (26). In contrast, such
contacts map to the inner surface and one side of the 12RSS
in the model (Figure 7B). It seems likely that the cavity in
the 12RSS structure would not accommodate the proteins
in the same manner as the more spacious 23RSS cavity. In
particular, the greater distance between the nonamer and
heptamer elements predicted in the 23RSS would require a
different disposition of heptamer and nonamer binding re-
gions than would be possible with the 12RSS, an asymme-
try that we propose is pertinent to the 12/23 rule. Indeed,
a similar concept was proposed previously by Jones and
Gellert (51), who suggested that the heptamer and NBDs
are organized in a spatially distinct manner on the two RAG
protomers in the PC: in one, they are relatively close to-
gether, suitably spaced for 12RSS recognition (‘12RSS pro-
tomer’) while in the other, they are farther apart so as to
accommodate the 23RSS (‘23RSS protomer’). Our models
are consistent with this notion, as well as with their proposal
that while the 12RSS could not be made to accommodate
a 23RSS protomer (due to the fixed length of the spacer),
the 23RSS could, through additional bending in the spacer,
accommodate the 12RSS protomer. It is appealing to think
that the distinct shapes of the 12RSS and 23RSS predicted
by our models, particularly the unique bend in the center of
the 23RSS spacer, reflect mechanistic aspects of the 12/23
rule and help explain situations in which this rule is broken.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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